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Each district has its own 
handicra� and each district has its 
unique specialities.
If some district is known for its 
perfumes then some other district 
may have saris as its distinct 
identity whereas some other 
district is known for utensils and 
the other district is famous for its 
sweets. Each of our districts has a 
diverse identity and potential for 
global market.
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Hon’ble Prime Minister of India
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Hon’ble Minister of Commerce and Industry,
Consumer Affairs, Food and Public Distribution
and Textiles

A programme wherein every district is a country 
focusing all its energies to expand the outreach of 
their special product not only to the length and 
breadth of India but to the entire world.
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Kannauj A�ar
Kannauj, U�ar Pradesh
A truly authentic gi� that takes you to the India’s 
perfumed past.  Kannauj is to India what  Grasse is to 
France. Made from flowers and natural resources it is 
known for its musky, wild, rich, and long-lasting 
fragrances.  These premium perfumes will be a rose to 
your senses.

Himachali Chulli Oil (Apricot Oil) 
Kinnaur, Himachal Pradesh
The magical “Chulli” oil from the wilderness of Himalayas has been 
used for centuries in Ayurvedic medicine for its healing properties.
Chulli oil is high in Vitamin E and has emollient, healing, 
antioxidant, and anti-ageing properties. The characteristic 
fragrance of the oil is that of fresh apricots.
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Sea Buckthorn  
Leh, Ladakh 
A li�le-known deciduous plant called Seabuckthorn, 
is also known as the “Wonder Berry”, and is among the 
most nutritious of fruits. Found mostly in the dry, cold 
desert areas of Ladakh and Spiti in India, this “Ladakh 
gold” is sure to enhance one's health. 

Lavender Oil 
Doda, Jammu & Kashmir 
An oil that rivals the best French lavenders. This Kashmiri 
jewel is complex and sweet with a lush, and  herbaceous 
aroma. It is used widely in aromatherapy, perfumery, and 
personal care products.
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Spirits of
India 
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Feni
North Goa & South Goa, Goa 
A traditional liquor, known as “Heritage Spirit”, Feni is 
distilled from the fermented juice of cashew apple or 
coconut toddy, within the State of Goa. It has a strong 
fruity flavor, peculiar taste, strong aroma, and astringent 
smell. The unique taste of the Feni is not found in any 
other available liquor and is a must taste for a holistic 
Goan experience.

Nashik Valley Wines
Nashik, Maharashtra
Known as India’s Napa valley, Nashik is India’s most prolific 
wine-producing area. The Nashik valley wine's quality is 
due to the high altitude at which the grapes are grown and 
is marked by its distinct high acidity with a "specific 
acid-sugar balance”. The wine varieties include Cabernet 
Sauvignon, Chenin Blanc, Shiraz, and Sauvignon Blanc.
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Mahua 
Koriya, Chha�isgarh 
Known as Indian tequila, it is the world’s only flower-based 
distilled spirit. Useful due to its versatility, the mahua tree 
is a central feature of the daily subsistence for many tribal 
communities in Chha�isgarh. This indigenous alcohol has 
made its mark in both national and international markets.  
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Tea and
Coffee
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Nilgiri Tea 
The Nilgiris, Tamil Nadu 
Grown in the sprawling Nilgiri Hills, under the proximity 
of trees like Blue Gum and Eucalyptus which dot the 
region, the tea has a slightly fruity and minty flavor. With 
such a balanced blend of flavor and creamy texture, 
Nilgiri tea is a "blender's dream". This flavored tea is the 
perfect remedy on a stressful day. 

Assam Tea
Dibrugarh, Assam
Grown on the rolling plains by the Brahmaputra 
river and cra�ed by the region's rich loamy soil, 
unique climate, and liberal rainfall, Assam tea is 
known for its rich, deep amber color and smooth 
malty flavor, making it a perfect tea to wake up to.   
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Darjeeling Tea 
Darjeeling, West Bengal
Known for its unique muscatel flavor and special aroma, 
Darjeeling tea is grown in select tea plantations in the 
foothills of the Himalayas. The Darjeeling tea when 
brewed gives a color of pale lemon to rich amber. The tea 
is hand cultivated and produced with tremendous care, 
experience, and expertise. 

Araku Valley Arabica Coffee 
Alluri Sitarama Raju, Andhra Pradesh
Handpicked by farmers in the Araku Valley, Araku coffee 
is roasted to perfection and is known worldwide for its 
unique flavor. Consisting of a rare aromatic profile, 
Araku coffee is produced in an eco-friendly fashion 
under natural shade and is certified organic. 
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Arabica Coffee 
Chikkamagaluru, Karnataka 
Known as the birthplace of coffee in India, 
Chikkamagaluru is located in the foothills of 
Bababudangiri hills and is known world-wide 
for the high quality, exotic, and aromatic coffee 
beans. The Chikkamagaluru coffee has a 
delicate flavor and a sharp sweet taste. 

Wayanad Robusta Coffee
Kerala
Wayanad is the top producer of Robusta coffee. The coffee 
beans from Wayanad are  known for high chocolaty notes, 
full body and medium flavor. This strong-flavored variety 
of coffee has a diverse profile and can be used for several 
different blends depending on the consumer’s preferences.
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Gems and
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Thewa artwork
Pratapgarh, Rajasthan 
Developed in Rajasthan's Pratapgarh district during the 
Mughal era, Thewa is a special jewellery-making art form, 
which involves embossing intricate works of gold onto the 
molten and multi-colored glass. Done with a pen-like tool 
called the Tankla, which evokes a sense of awe.

Silver Filigree
Karimnagar, Telangana
This is a unique cra� of jewellery making, mostly 
using gold or silver, and involves delicate metalwork. 
Tiny beads and threads are twisted together to form 
artistic motifs. The elegance of Silver Filigree is 
symbolic of South Indian nobility.  
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Shazar Stone 
Banda, U�ar Pradesh 
Shazar stone, known as Dendrite Agate in english, 
was discovered around 400 years ago in U�ar 
Pradesh's Banda district. Shazar stone cra�’s 
signature feature is trimming and shaping of the 
raw stone. This stone is used to make a variety of 
products including jewellery and cuff-links. 

Gems and Jewellery 
Surat, Gujarat
A world-renowned hub for diamond cu�ing and 
polishing, Surat specialises in the cleaving-based cu�ing 
of rough diamonds i.e breaking down rough diamonds 
into smaller stones.  The jewellery made out of Surat 
diamonds uses contemporary designs that resonate with 
both domestic and international consumers. 
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Bead Necklace 
Deoghar, Jharkhand 
Deoghar glass beadwork, especially its bead necklace, 
is a symbol of the district’s vibrant tribal history. 
These necklaces hold immense spiritual and cultural 
significance for the tribal communities of the State, 
besides being a testament to the excellent 
cra�smanship.

Bangles - Lac
Deoghar, Jharkhand 
The uniqueness of these bangles, according to the 
artisans, lies in the purity of the materials used. Lac is a 
natural resin secreted by a tiny insect, which is collected 
from trees in Deoghar, Jharkhand and is processed by 
traditional cra�smen to create Lac bangles. 
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Silk and
Shawls
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Pashmina Shawl 
Leh, Ladakh

Kullu Shawl
Kullu, Himachal Pradesh

Pashmina shawls are known for its fine cra�smanship 
which transforms the exceptionally warm and delicate 
Cashmere threads to opulent accessories. The fleece of 
Changthangi Goat is known as Pashm and is only found 
in Ladakh and Jammu and Kashmir, making the art of 
Pashmina even rarer and revered all over the world.  

Named a�er Kullu district which is located on the banks 
of Beas River in Himachal Pradesh, Kullu Shawls are 
woven using tapestry technique on wool and are known 
for their geometrical designs and bright colours. If one is 
looking for something practical that reflects Himachal’s 
indigenous cultural creativity and blends it with comfort, 
Kullu shawls are the way to go.
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Kani Shawl
Budgam, Jammu & Kashmir

Kancheepuram Silk
Kanchipuram, Tamil Nadu

The Kani shawl has its origin in the Kanihama area of 
Kashmir valley. Considered amongst the best pashminas, 
Kani shawls use needles made from cane or wood for 
weaving knots and pa�erns. A distinguishable feature is 
the Mughal pa�ern, usually of flowers and leaves, which 
is woven into the fabric like a carpet, thread by thread, 
based on the coded pa�ern called 'Talim'.

Kancheepuram silk sarees, also known as Kanjivaram silk 
are woven from mulberry silk. Known for its luxurious 
weaves with embellished zari work and beautiful motifs, 
it is purely hand woven. Some of the defining features of 
traditional Kanjeevaram silk sarees are the use of pure 
gold or silver for the zari that spell magic in every touch. 
This is an essential addition to your wardrobe! 
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Patan Patola
Patan, Gujarat

Bhagalpur Silk
Bhagalpur, Bihar

Patan Patola combines gorgeous colours and design, 
which was once exclusively worn by the aristocratic 
families. A unique feature of the patola loom is that it is 
tilted to one side and requires two people to work in 
tandem on one sari. This saree remains the envy of many 
contemporary designers.  

Known as the “Queen of all fabrics”, the Bhagalpur silk 
remains among the finest silks in the world. The silk 
sarees from Bhagalpur have been lauded by designers 
from Paris and London. While India sarees are famous all 
over the world, Bhagalpur sarees are among the most 
wanted ones.
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Moonj Products
Amethi, U�ar Pradesh

Tarkashi Art
Mainpuri, U�ar Pradesh

Made by peeling and kno�ing the outer layer of grass, this 
sustainable art form is practiced mostly by the women of 
Amethi. Adding uniquely cra�ed Moonj products 
including baskets and pen stands to your homes and 
offices will be a step towards giving a global stage to the 
women artisans of rural India.      

A unique cra� of UP's Mainpuri district, Tarkashi 
cra�smen create magic through a painstakingly laborious 
and time-intensive process. Tarkashi art involves inlaying 
brass, copper or silver wires in wood. This art form is more 
than 500 years old. The beauty of Tarkashi gleams on the 
decoration seen in door panels, jewellery boxes, name 
plates, trays, and lamps.  
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Paper Machie
Srinagar, Jammu and Kashmir

Bamboo
Dewas, Madhya Pradesh

With a history as old as the art of paper making, paper 
machie is made using a composite of paper pulp bound 
with adhesives. It is inexpensive, non-toxic, 
non-flammable, and non-hazardous. While light in 
weight, paper machie is sturdy making it an excellent 
gi�ing choice. The local artisans add exquisite and 
intricate designs to products like boxes, bells, and plates.   

Bamboo products from Dewas, Madhya Pradesh symbolize 
the future of humankind based on a sustainable model of 
living. These products are well engineered by human 
hands and are completely biodegradable. Products range 
from furniture to stationery and home decor items. This is 
a great addition to environmentally conscious consumers. 
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Gaura Stone
Mahoba, U�ar Pradesh

Carpets
Mirzapur, U�ar Pradesh

The Gaura stone cra� of Mahoba district is made of radiant 
and white-colored stone. Artisans from Mahoba are known 
worldwide for their unique artworks of unmatched 
specimens. Gaura stone has a so� texture and is cut into 
several pieces which are then used for making various cra� 
items that are used for ornamental purpose.

Inspired by traditions of rug art, Mirzapur carpets interlace 
realities with absolute romanticism. These intricately 
designed carpets involve hours of labour and would be the 
perfect addition to your living room. They are known for 
their unique geometrical pa�erns or curvilinear motifs.
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Terraco�a
Rajsamand, Rajasthan

Channapatna Toys
Ramnagara, Karnataka

Rajasthan is a centre for terraco�a cra�, especially molela 
terraco�a. Closely connected with regional and local lore of 
various kinds as well as with tribal cultural beliefs, molela is 
a hollow relief terraco�a cra�. Most of these products are 
votive plaques containing depictions of popular local deities 
such as Devnarayan and Nagaraja, painted using signature 
colors made from natural stones and minerals of the region.

Channapatna toys from Ramanagara, Karnataka add a 
contemporary appeal to your environment, beautifying the 
interiors and decor of your homes. Flexible forms and 
dazzling colors add to the versatility of these wooden 
carvings and sculptures. These toys are also a sustainable 
alternative to plastics toys for your children.
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Sikki Grass Products
Sitamarhi, Bihar

Marble Coasters
Agra, U�ar Pradesh

The artisans from Sitamarhi are weaving sustainability into 
traditions through the unique Sikki grass cra�. Sikki is 
dried in the sun to get its signature golden hue which is then 
weaved to make toys, dolls, and baskets. Given its versatility, 
the Sikki grass cra� products are already in great demand 
worldwide. 

One of the most famous stone arts in the country is the 
cra�ing work done with marble stones. The cra� flourished 
and reached its peak during the Mughal era especially a�er 
the construction of the Taj Mahal. You can get a taste of 
Mughal royalty by adding these beautifully cra�ed products 
to your homes. 
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Saharanpur Wood Cra� 
Saharanpur, U�ar Pradesh

Walnut Wood Carving 
Anantnag, Jammu & Kashmir

U�ar Pradesh's Saharanpur is widely known for its exquisite 
woodwork cra�. The woodwork can be found gracing a vast 
expanse of space, from Rajasthan's heritage doors to the 
furniture of the King of Bahrain. The uniqueness of 
Saharanpur woodwork lies in its fine carving, with natural 
motifs such as leaf designs, trees, flowers, and creepers. This 
is a must add to your furniture collection.  

Walnut wood carving is an ornamental and delicate cra� 
process that is unique to Kashmir. The Walnut tree is 
locally known as 'Doon Kul' and is cut only once it matures 
to an age of 300 years. A variety of carved products bear 
recurrent motifs of the rose, lotus, iris, bunches of grapes, 
pears, and chinar leaves.
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Jute
Pherzawl, Manipur

Warangal Durries
Warangal, Telangana

Found in abundance in the serene North-eastern region of 
India, Jute products are the future of home decor as we move 
towards a sustainable world. The artform of converting Jute 
to various products is mostly practised by tribal 
communities who espouse the symbiotic relationship 
between humans and nature. Add these beautiful products 
to your collection and do your bit for the environment!

Warangal durries or rugs derive their name from their city 
of origin, Warangal in Telangana. Dyed with vegetable 
colors, the traditional process of making these rugs entails 
washing them in flowing water a�er the printing. These 
carpets have intricate designs which truly boast the 
superiority of Indian cra�smanship, with motifs ranging 
from floral to geometric and abstract pa�erns.
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Hand Kno�ed Carpet
Baramulla, Jammu & Kashmir

Blue Po�ery
Jaipur, Rajasthan

The art of cra�ing Kashmiri carpet was introduced by 
Mughal rulers almost 400 years back. These beautiful hand 
kno�ed carpets are made from pure wool, pure silk or a 
blend of wool and silk. The carpets of Kashmir are world 
famous for their quaint design and an interesting blend of 
colors, which represents the culture of Kashmir. This piece 
of tradition is sure to liven up any room!  

Blue Po�ery is a traditional cra� practised in Jaipur, 
Rajasthan. The breath taking blue in the po�ery comes 
from cobalt blue dye used to color the wares. Blue Po�ery is 
made by mixing quartz stone powder, powdered glass, 
fuller's earth, borax, gum, and water, and is suitable for 
everyday use. This art form will give you a taste of Rajasthan 
– ‘The Incredible State of India’.
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Moradabad Metal Cra�
Moradabad, U�ar Pradesh

Bidriware
Bidar, Karnataka

Known as the ‘Brass City’, the designs made on the brass 
products in Moradabad display culture, heritage, history and 
diversity.  The pa�erns used for decorating these items are 
an amalgamation of a variety of sources ranging from Hindu 
Gods and Goddesses to paintings from the Mughal Era. 

Developed in the 14th century C.E., Bidriware is a metal 
handicra� from the city of Bidar in southern India. The art 
form is inspired by a mix of Persian and Indian cultures and 
is symbolic of India’s rich history. The designs are etched 
freehand using a metal stylus. The presence of Bidriware in 
your home will not go unnoticed! 
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Bastar Iron Cra�
Bastar, Chha�isgarh

Glassware
Firozabad, U�ar Pradesh 

Created by the Gond and Maria community, the Bastar Iron 
Cra� is one of the most aesthetically appealing cra� of the 
region resembling classic Egyptian Style. The artform 
depicting animal motifs reflects the beautiful religious 
traditions of the tribes of Bastar.   

Carrying forward an ancient artform, 20,000 master 
cra�smen of Firozabad are creating awe-inspiring glass 
products using their traditional technique of 
'mouth-blowing'. From kitchenware to lanterns and 
Christmas trees, these artisans bring life into molten glass. 
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Makrana Marble
Nagaur, Rajasthan

Banana Fibre Products 
Kushi Nagar, U�ar Pradesh

With marbles that built the Victoria Memorial in Kolkata, 
the skilled cra�smen of Nagaur create a diverse range of 
products using the Makrana marbles. Makrana marble is 
one of the two calcific marble varieties in India, with an 
extremely low water absorption rate. This breathtakingly 
white variety of marbles is used to create gi�able products 
like statues, coasters, and soap dispenser.  

As one of the world's strongest natural fibres, the Banana 
fibre is biodegradable. This durable natural fibre is made 
from the stem of the banana tree. It is an eco-friendly 
alternative to all synthetic and natural fibres as it is 
chemical, toxin and odour free. This biodegradable fibre 
can be woven into fabrics, bags, carpets, and rags.
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Kangra Painting
Kangra, Himachal Pradesh
Inspired by the Vaishnavite tradition, this piece of Indian 
history serves as an excellent addition to the artistic 
embellishments on your walls. The delicacy of drawing 
and the quality of naturalism are the stand-out features 
of this school of art. Most popular themes include the 
Bhagvata Purana, Gita Govinda, Nala Damayanti, Bihari 
Satsai, Ragamala, and Baramasa.

Madhubani Paintings
Madhubhani, Bihar 
This exquisite artform will bring Indian royalty to 
your living rooms. Madhubani painting was first 
commissioned by king Janaka. Since then, 
Madhubani paintings have become an integral part of 
Indian heritage. It uses two-dimensional imagery, and 
the colors used are derived from plants. 
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Cheriyal Paintings
Siddipet, Telangana
Cheriyal scroll paintings are a stylized version of 
Nakashi art representing scenes from Indian 
mythological epics such as Ramayana and Mahabharata. 
Cheriyal art is characterized by bright colors which are 
sourced from natural materials such as indigo, sea 
shells, and colored stones
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Embroidery
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Batik Prints
Ujjain, Madhya Pradesh 

Zari Zardosi
Bareilly, U�ar Pradesh

With ornate geometric pa�erns created by brushing 
or pouring hot wax onto undyed fabric, the Batik 
Print represents an age-old technique for applying 
decorative motifs to fabrics. Requiring extreme 
precision and expertise, this exquisite print form 
portrays an array of themes, which include religious 
as well as abstract pa�erns.  

Part of U�ar Pradesh's vast cultural legacy, this 
timeless embroidery can leave one spellbound with its 
glimmering, delicate, and richly embroidered designs 
in gold and silver thread. Traditionally, this 
embellishment work was done on royal ensembles.   
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Delicately cra�ed in vibrant shades, the traditional 
phulkari comes straight from the Land of Punjab. 
Intricately embroidered in vivid and bold motifs, this 
embroidery adorning the traditional Punjabi culture 
is a must have in your closet. 

Kalamkari is an esteemed traditional art form, known 
for its aesthetically finer details. This glorious art 
form with its roots in Hindu mythology celebrates the 
legacy of Mahabharata and Ramayana in all its glory. 
Get your hands on these beautifully vivid and intricate 
illustrations of district’s rich heritage.  

Phulkari
Patiala, Punjab

Srikalahasti Kalamkari 
Tirupati, Andhra Pradesh
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Embroidery from the Kutch region of Gujarat is 
world-renowned for its a�ractive colours. From 
mirror and bead work to Abhala embroidery along 
with the usage of silk threads of bright colors, Kutch 
embroidery is considered an artwork of international 
repute.  

 A royal marvel of the Indian textile industry, Kota 
Doria is a symbol of India’s vibrant and diverse artistic 
culture.The fabric is a combination of both co�on and 
silk which adds strength and shine to the cloth. Due to 
its special style of weaving, the fabric is light, airy, so� 
and comfortable. 

Kutch Embroidery
Kutch, Gujarat

Kota Doria
Kota, Rajasthan
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Chamba Rumal
Chamba, Himachal Pradesh

Sarees and Brocades 
Banaras, U�ar Pradesh 

Said to be embroidered by the queens and royal ladies 
of Chamba in Himachal Pradesh in the 17th century, 
the Chamba Rumal or Chamba handkerchief is 
considered a special piece of cloth. It is a symbol of 
Himachal's rich cultural traditions and legacy of 
miniature art, with elegant designs and motifs from 
the Ramayana and Mahabharata.

Famed for their luminous textures, the Banarasi 
sarees with their magnificent brocades, engravings, 
jewel hues, and gorgeous zari highlights the Indian 
heritage in all its glory. These sarees are quintessential 
in the trousseau of Indian brides.
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Pochampally is o�en referred to as the silk city of 
India for the exquisite sarees that are woven through 
a unique style called Ikat. The exquisite and intricate 
diamond-shaped pa�erns, curved scroll and paisley 
designs are a testament to the skill of artisans in the 
stylish and functional bags as above.

Pochampally Ikat
Yadadri Bhuvanagiri, Telangana
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Saffron 
Kishtwar, Jammu & Kashmir
Kishtwar produces the world's finest quality Saffron 
recognized by its dark maroon-purple hue. This spice 
with its unmatched nutritional benefits is among the 
most expensive spices in the world. These strands of 
India will add a beautiful golden colour and aromatic 
flavour to your food.  

Sikkim Large Cardamom 
Soreng, Sikkim 
Known as the Queen of Spices, the large cardamom from 
Soreng, Sikkim is credited for its high medicinal value. Its 
distinct spicy sweet aroma makes it a perfect ingredient for 
cuisines. 
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Honey 
Ramban, Jammu and Kashmir
Ramban honey is a powerhouse of micronutrients and 
rich in antioxidants. Gathered by bees that forage on 
exotic blossoms in the valley of Kashmir, the honey is 
known for its flavour and aroma. Solai honey, Acacia 
honey and Multi Floria honey are the three types of 
honey produced in Ramban.  

Turmeric, Lakadong, 
West Jaintia Hills, Meghalaya
Considered the finest variety of turmeric, Lakadong turmeric 
is favoured for its high curcumin content of more than 7%, as 
against 2 to 3% found in regular varieties. It is also known to 
enhance mental and physical wellbeing while keeping the 
skin glowing.
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Spices
Idukki, Kerala 
Spices are a blend of pleasure to all senses. The superior 
quality of spices from Idukki has earned it the name of 
the land of spices. These were once worth their weight in 
gold, and they still weigh high in terms of their medicinal 
and nutritious value. 

Guntur Sannam Chilli
Guntur, Andhra Pradesh 
The world-famous Guntur chillies are characterised by 
their exceptionally hot profile. They are dark red in colour 
due to the rich capsaicin content. Guntur chillies can be 
used as a whole, or a paste mixed with other spices. Adding 
these chillies to your food will transport you to the quaint 
district of Guntur. 
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Known as the "Orange City of India", Nagpur is the largest 
producer of oranges in India. These Nagpuri oranges are 
best in quality and are rich in vitamins C. Indulge in the 
tangy, juicy goodness of candied peels, squash and 
marmalades made from Nagpur oranges. 

This tart fruit from Arunachal Pradesh is rich in vitamins 
and antioxidants. Being one of the leading producers of kiwi 
in the country, Arunachal Pradesh’s conducive environment 
produces dried kiwi that would leave one licking their 
fingers, all while enjoying the numerous health benefits of 
the fruit.

Nagpur Orange
Nagpur, Maharashtra

Kiwi
Phek, Nagaland
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Walnuts 
Kupwada, Jammu And Kashmir

Makhana
Darbhanga, Bihar

Locally known as “Doen”, Kashmiri walnuts are 
organically grown. With its superior quality and taste, 
combined with the abundance of healthy fats, vitamins, 
fibres and minerals, Kashmiri walnuts are a great source 
of nutrients and hence widely in demand across the globe. 

Rich in calcium, proteins and fibre, Makhana (foxnut) is a 
super food that also has low cholesterol and low saturated fat 
content. Conventionally used to make dishes such as kheer, 
curry, raita, and cutlets, various brands are innovating new 
variety of edibles such as pasta and flavoured snacks. This 
nut is a power packed combo of health and taste.  
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Millet is rich in fiber and amino acids, and is called ‘super 
food’. It is a fiber food that is good for the consumer, the 
farmer, and the environment. Known as ‘Siridanya’ in 
Karnataka, it is being promoted as a grain that should be 
a part of everyone’s plate.    

Finger Millets, also known as Ragi, are among the most 
nutritious cereals in the world. Loaded with protein, 
carbohydrates and dietary fibres, finger millets are an 
excellent addition to any healthy diet. As they are 
non-glutinous, ragi is an ideal cereal for those having gluten 
and celiac intolerance.   

Millets Products
Davangere, Karnataka

Ragi Products
Lohardaga, Jharkhand
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Cashew was introduced four centuries ago in India by the 
Portuguese and since then it has spread its root in the 
entire coastal region of India. They are a great source of 
Vitamin C and magnesium and will add a crispy 
undertone to your cuisine. 

Cashew
Kollam, Kerala
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This icon refers to Geographical Indication (GI) Products. GI is a 
sign used on products that have a specific geographical origin 
and possess qualities or a reputation that are due to that origin

Product courtesy - 
Central Cottage Industries Emporium, Delhi
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